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A Different Kind of Knowledge

I

D. J. LEE

n shorts and ﬂip-ﬂops, I padded along the sidewalk, swaying
with apprehension. The sidewalk led to a house perched on a hill.
It had a gabled roof and large windows overlooking the Ohio
River, a great seam holding two histories together. The house was
small, silent. I tried the doors. Shut tight.
It was August, 2020. The streets of the world were still smoldering
from the crowds protesting the murder of George Floyd. I had never
been to Ohio or even heard about the house on the hill with its stately
trees until earlier that week.
A few feet away a white man with a white beard was reclining
under a granddaddy osage-orange, a witness tree, as a plaque next to
the man stated.
“Hello,” I said. He grunted and sat up as he answered my questions.
Yes, he was the caretaker of this here John Rankin House. No, I could
not go in the house. I could stay on the grounds for ﬁfteen minutes—
no longer.
I scowled and stared hard. The gift shop near the parking lot indicated otherwise. “Your signs say you’re open till 5:00.”
“Oh, things have changed since covid.” His forehead blossomed
into fan-like folds.
“Even though I drove to this little town of Ripley all the way from
Chicago?” I said sharply. I felt justiﬁed being pushy since I’d spent
twelve years of my life studying slavery and abolition. I’d traveled
throughout England to archives, libraries, museums, and landmarks
researching the wretched institution, yet I had a tenuous understanding of slavery’s legacy in America, my homeland. At the time I thought
I’d come to Ripley to school myself, but I know now I was searching
for a different kind of knowledge.
The man laid back and pulled a straw hat over his face. No other
visitors or workers were in sight. I could have been standing in a ghost
town except for the trim, lovingly cared-for lawn and the pristine
house and outbuildings. I made my way to the slate steps leading to the
house. A pamphlet I’d picked up said Harriet Beecher Stowe visited
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the place, interviewed freedom seekers, and latched onto their stories
as she penned Uncle Tom’s Cabin and published it in 1852. A couple of
paces away wooden stairs descended to a dense forest of oak, beech,
and hickory and then disappeared into an impenetrable underbrush. I
may have gasped. It was an apparitional image of the “Freedom Stairway” on the internet that motivated me to make the long drive. Time
compressed, distilled to a shimmer.
It had been twenty-ﬁve years since I’d read The History of Mary
Prince, A West Indian Slave (Related by Herself), published in 1831 in
London, and learned about the many selves one had to invent to survive slavery. Up to that time, I recalled, I’d been drawn to the winged
rhythms of the Romantic poets, William Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and John Keats. By comparison,
Prince’s narrative was breathy, bone-close, especially her silences, what
she started to say but didn’t, the places English words failed. Despite
not having African or Caribbean ancestry myself, I took slavery and
abolition as my subject from that moment on. I spent my days trying
to uncover the sources of Prince’s spectral gaps and traces of other
Black voices under the verses of Romantic poets, pursuits that were
doomed. Though I devoted years to slavery and abolition, I didn’t
come close to completing projects I’d planned before abandoning the
work altogether. There was no room in scholarly discourse for what
I was feeling. Sometimes I fell ill immersing myself in that research
while writing in the distant, unemotional language of literary scholarship, divorced as it was from present, lived experience.
One experience haunted me more than others—a display in a
museum I saw on my ﬁrst trip to Europe in the mid-1990s. Life-sized
plaster replicas of naked men painted brown were splayed on a wood
structure resembling the hull of a slave ship. A speaker positioned
overhead ﬁlled the room with metallic moans and screams. What lingered in my mind for years were not those groans but the creaking
hull as it tipped from side to side and the plaster arms and legs thundering against the wood. Possibly because the representation was so
grossly inadequate, it came to haunt me, a repeated reminder of the
irreducability of slavery.
Jolted from my reverie and back on the hill at the Rankin House, a
Black man in a blue polo shirt was standing beside me. He introduced
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himself as “Brian.” I remember thinking he must have been hot in his
expensive leather shoes because even in late afternoon, it was breathlessly muggy. He had driven to the Rankin House from Cincinnati,
he told me. He also wanted to look in the house, though he’d been
here many times.
“This place is about to close,” I said and pointed my chin to the
caretaker lounged under the witness tree.
Brian folded his arms across his chest as if nothing could be further
from the truth. He pointed to the green lip of Kentucky on the other
side of the river and told me about the thousands of people who crossed
in the 1800s. “The river was much narrower then,” he explained, and
during low rainfall or high freeze, some parts could be traversed on
foot. He himself had learned the story from the museum director of
the John P. Parker House a few miles down the hill.
“People ﬂocked to Ripley from all points in the South,” Brian
went on. They would have heard stories of this tiny town on the river
and the chain of people, Black and white, working the Underground
Railroad. They also knew about the sheriffs, deputies, and bounty
hunters with their bloodhounds. Though Ohio was technically a free
state, it was subject to the Fugitive Slave Act, meaning it was unlawful to hide or aid those who had escaped bondage. Northerners were
legally bound to capture freedom seekers. But Ripley had the largest
Underground Railroad network in the entire US, exempliﬁed by the
Rankins and the Black abolitionist John P. Parker.
I understand as I write that a chance meeting between Brian, an
African American man, and me, a white woman, at one of the most
iconic sites of American slavery and at a time of world-changing protests for racial justice, seems staged. It was not. In fact, the meeting fell
on me like an “ordinary affect,” those moments that anthropologist
Katheleen Stewart talks about: “the still life that gives pause, the resonance that lingers, the lines along which signs rush and form relays, the
layering of immanent experience” (6). The way the moment reﬂected
on my life as a scholar of the British Romantics has forced me to think
more deeply about it.
Brian and I talked, our conversation an exchange of personal stories
and travel tales. We learned we were the same age. Our daughters
were the same age, grown and married. We had both been to Ice-
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land and Death Valley. Neither of us mentioned George Floyd, but
his presence was everywhere, in our glances, in our mufﬂed voices.
Brian and I were both wearing black surgical masks, and I wanted to
rip mine off, wanted him to remove his, too. I stiﬂed the desire, but
something about being on the cusp of the Ohio River, on the brink of
global protests against white supremacy, on the edge of closing time
at the Rankin House prompted me to say, “I spent a good deal of my
life in England studying abolition.” Looking back, I realize I was also
telling Brian on what side of the line I stood.
“If you’re interested,” he said, speaking with his hands and long,
strong ﬁngers pointing toward the setting sun, “you should visit the
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center in Cincinnati.” He
said he’d been to that museum many times, had taken his daughters
when they were young to the children’s section. “It’s real hands-on,”
he continued, shaking his head, “but man, it’s hard.”
We went silent for a while—I don’t know how long—enough for
me to become aware of the smallness of my scholarly work. It was
true that because of my research, I knew more about slavery than most
Americans. Still, how could my younger self have possibly drawn
meaningful conclusions about that history from mere close readings of
literary texts and documents found in libraries and museums? The way
I remember it, I was growing more and more uneasy making claims
about historical experiences that I couldn’t access personally. Academic discourse required authority, and I was riddled with questions
and doubts. Scholarly prose was explanatory instead of exploratory,
even though exploration was at the heart of the scholarly pursuit.
Perhaps that’s why my writing felt increasingly like a limb deprived
of blood. It was a shameful way to regard my work about a literary
period that I loved so much and to which I’d devoted such time. I
was sure there was something wrong with me. But it turned out that
the death of one way of writing was the birth of another. I embraced
the personal essay because it demanded emotion, bodily knowledge,
intimate truth-telling, and a weave of personal and historical memory.
“I’m camped at Scioto Trail State Park,” I said awkwardly, mainly
just to say something. Brian’s eyes seemed to glint in recognition. His
father’s family, he said, looking toward the river, had come from Kentucky and settled near Scioto.
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“My ancestors most certainly would have come through this portal
here at Ripley,” Brian said, gesturing to the ground beneath our feet.
“More people crossed the Ohio here than any other place. But no one
knows how many.”
As he talked, the plaster bodies thudding on the mock hull returned
to me—not because I imagined an eighteenth-century slave ship but
because I envisioned low-paid foundry workers of the early 1990s
molding those garish manikins, painting them, trying to make substantial what was lost. I wondered if I’d been uneasy about my scholarship because I should not have been trying to resurrect Black voices in
Romantic literature. Instead, I could have spent more time emphasizing why so many were undocumented to begin with.
Candor powers the personal essay, according to Phillip Lopate, a
well-known champion of the form. It blends personal vulnerability
and critical thinking while using crisp images, description, and snippets
of dialogue. I was surprised when Lopate, who mentored me when I
was learning to write such essays, said that he had learned the essayistic voice from Romantics like William Hazlitt and Charles Lamb, as
well as masters like James Baldwin. Romantic scholar and critic Morris Dickstein veriﬁes this claim, saying, “academics love to theorize,”
but essayists like Hazlitt, Lamb, Baldwin, and Lopate are different:
they are storytellers whose work is “exhaustively well informed yet
disarmingly subjective” (n. pag.). This duality between knowledge
and subjectivity is why Lopate calls the personal essay the form for our
times: “We’re living through a very bafﬂing period where nobody
really fully knows what’s going on,” he says, “The essayistic voice,
which is subjective, self-doubting, and inconclusive, speaks to the
moment, a moment of uncertainty” (qtd. in Knight, n. pag.).
I believe the personal essay ﬁts our current anti-racist moment in
particular. I hope scholar-teachers will embrace the form and teach it
alongside research papers. I encourage editors of scholarly journals,
especially those specializing in Romanticism, to open their pages to
personal essays as a different kind of knowledge. Introduced by Michel
de Montaigne and honed by the Romantics, the personal essay was built
to accommodate anti-racist work, which also stresses self-reﬂection.
Writer and professor Ibram X. Kendi instructs: “being an antiracist
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requires persistent self-awareness, constant self-criticism, and regular
self-examination” (23). Activist adrienne maree brown puts it this way:
“If I can see the ways I am perpetuating systematic oppressions, if I can
see where I learned the behavior and how hard it is to unlearn it, I start
to have more humility” (107). More, the personal essay is important for
anti-racist work because it listens: it centers voices of those outside the
study of literary texts and academic institutions.
It took me a long time to learn how to open my writing and myself
to the vulnerability and messiness of the personal essay. But now, when
I write about the racism that pervades our lives, I turn instinctively to
the form because it forces me to look closely at my own prejudices,
ﬂaws, quirks, oversights, and biases. At the same time, it subtly invites
readers to do the same. Yet it occurs to me that I’ve never reﬂected
on my years studying slavery and abolition during the Romantic
period. Why did I embark on that research in the ﬁrst place? As I said,
I was immediately drawn to Prince’s powerful story. Even though
The History of Mary Prince was mediated through amanuensis Susanna
Strictland of the abolitionist society, there is truth-telling in the raw
images and the blank spaces—the remembering and unremembering,
the said and unsaid—that helped me access that time. That’s what the
best personal histories do. But why did I continue? I taught seminars
on slavery, wrote articles and books, spent thousands of dollars traveling England in search of Black voices and texts, only to ﬁnd that few
existed. In that void, I claimed in a dissertation and a scholarly book
that slavery and abolition underwrote the famous “Romantic imagination” and some of the literary products of well-known poets.
That may be true, and I still believe in some of my early scholarship and earnest work. But some of it thuds awkwardly before my
eyes because of how it diminished Black lives and Black experiences.
By interpreting Romantic poems in the context of slavery and abolition, I was focusing on the concerns of white Romanticism and white
scholars, including myself.
Brian and I strolled over to the “Freedom Stairway”—the steps
leading from the Ohio River to Rankin’s place and then to the hundreds of safehouses on the Ripley chain. The stairs were pine, weathered but solid. They’d been rebuilt several times since the 1800s, and
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they weren’t kitschy, showy, or grim. They retained an aura I could
see in the humidity rising from the surrounding vegetation.
We both gazed into the tangle of dark underbrush until something
drew our attention away. The caretaker was walking over and tapping
his watch. A hard-boiled egg grew in my chest. I felt myself desperately clawing back to the moment I had arrived and doing the impossible, stopping the clock so I could stay on this hill a long time.
“Think of it,” Brian said with a chuckle as we strolled the curved
sidewalk to the parking lot, “Ripley had six cobblers. All those cobblers made shoes for the people who crossed the river. Those shoes
they got in Ripley were sometimes the ﬁrst pair they owned. And
they needed them as they walked north.”
Washington State University
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